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The Pariss Electric new electric sports car sign a French Touch
100% French with zero emission

Paris, Washington DC, 02.05.2016, 00:15 Time

USPA NEWS - It is in the prestigious Palais Royal, in the heart of the first district of Paris, Damien Biro, CEO of Pariss Electric
unveiled the final version "track" of Pariss Electric, the high-performance GT racing "zero emissions ". It is a new era of motorsport
coming up the right in the heart of Paris

PARIS ELECTRIC IS A HIGHLY TECHNOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE FOR FORMULA E------------------------------------
Pariss Electric, a highly technological GT with a carbon chassis, four-wheel drive, less than three seconds to cover the 0 to 100 km /
m, the Pariss Electric is a high-level sports that caters to motor sport promoters. Pariss Electric is "Made in France". The Pariss
Electric was born in Calais (62), designed by French specialists of motorsport. The team at the initiative of this project is structured
over the years to create in 2013 the company Pariss Electric headed Damien Biro Grand Prize holder Lépine contest in 2009. In terms
of pure performance, the Pariss Electric is a supercar capable of reaching 100 km / h in under 3 seconds. It can boast of a design and
assembly of a "Made in France" and capitalizes on a true hexagonal expertise.

PARISS HAS PROVEN PURE PERFORMAMNCE ON ALL TERRAINS----------------------------------------------------------
Pariss Electric plays all surfaces thanks to its four-wheel drive, in asphalt, soil, but also on snow and ice, permanent or street circuits,
the . This versatility makes it an ideal tool for developing many championships, where a strong interest from numerous professionals of
motorsport worldwide. Michelin exclusively on Pariss Electric Pariss Electric chose Michelin as the exclusive partner for the tires; the
Pariss Electric will be equipped for the first time ever, with Michelin Pilot Sport tires EV, the same as those of the cars of the FIA
“‹“‹Formula E Championship------------------------------------------------------------------
PROJECT OF CONNECTING THE CAR----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Another project dear to the brand. Pariss wants to mix the worlds of virtual and real. Tools are being developed to sustain the pilot of a
day to Internet users experience the competition thanks to a connection between the car, the driver and the Cloud. A multitude of
technical and tangible data will lift, and it will be an opportunity to reset the value and skills of the driver at the center of the race.
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